Instructions For Use
Proper inflation is necessary to use this product and is explained in 8 easy steps!

Inflating the Inner Grid and the Outer Ring

1. The inner grid should be inflated orally with about two large breaths of air for an average person. Do not use more air, two breaths is all that is needed. Close the valve.

2. Bunch up the SSR and move the contained air around to separate both layers of plastic. The SSR cannot be made to lie flat unless the layers are separated.

3. The SSR should be about the size of a soccer ball when bunched up.

4. Inflate the outer ring orally until it is firm.

5. Close the valve. Place each SSR single layer in direct sunlight on a flat non-abrasive surface until the packing lines relax.

6. This should take from 10 minutes to 30 minutes depending on the intensity of the areas not separated.
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7. If the SSR still does not lie flat, measure the diameter. A properly inflated SSR is 60 inches or 152.4 cm in diameter.

8. If the SSR is smaller, use the deflation tube provided to let air out of the inner grid until it lies flat.

Excessive air in the grid section, deep packing lines and failure to separate both layers of plastic will all cause the outer edge to curl and distort.

How To Use Solar Sun Rings™

Once the Solar Sun Rings are inflated, cover up to 70% to 80% of the surface of your pool with Solar Sun Rings by placing the blue colored side on the water. More coverage than 70% of the surface on deep pools and 80% on shallow pools is not necessary. Keep the upper surface of the Solar Sun Rings™ clean and clear for the best solar effect.

Care Of Solar Sun Rings™

Proper care of this product will greatly extend its useful life, so special attention needs to be taken when stacking or cleaning the product. Refrain from walking on Solar Sun Rings™ or from stacking on pool decking and concrete surfaces which are designed to be abrasive to prevent slips and falls. When Solar Sun Rings™ are not on the pool water, refrain from stacking in direct sunlight as the product can burn whatever items that may lie underneath. To clean Solar Sun Rings™, simply mix a solution of water, pine cleaner, and vinegar. Clean your rings by wiping off residue on a monthly basis with the solution to ensure the best performance and appearance.

For more information regarding Solar Sun Rings™, feel free to call us at 1-866-756-2704 at ext. 208 or visit our website, www.solarsunrings.com